Many hurt, cars gutted in riot
Street battle as police move in on Star crowd

By Herald Staff Reporters

Two police cars were involved in a street battle as police moved in on the crowd of people at The Star on Star Street. The battle continued throughout the night, with 15 people being arrested and many injured.

Police cars had been parked next to the building throughout the night, and the crowd, which numbered 200 or more, was growing restless. The police started to move in at around 2am, and a battle ensued.

The police cars were severely damaged, with one car being hit by a rock and another being set on fire. Many of the crowd, numbering about 200, were taken to hospital, and one of the police officers was seriously injured.

About 15 people were arrested and the crowd dispersed. The police continued to patrol the area throughout the night, with the police force increasing to 150 officers.
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